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The Scattering Matrix for some Non-Polynomial Interactions I

by Sergio Albeverio and Raphael Hoegh-Krohn
Institute of Mathematics, University of Oslo, Blindern, Oslo, Norway

(2. IV. 73)

Abstract. We continue the study of quantum field theoretical models in n dimensional space-
time with interaction densities which are bounded functions of an ultraviolet cut-off boson field.
For the scattering matrix of the space cut-off interaction, constructed in terms of asymptotic
fields, we prove analyticity in the coupling constant A and convergence of the linked cluster
expansion for sufficiently small A. The correlation functions and imaginary time Wightman functions
for the infinite volume limit constructed in a previous paper are also proved to have a linked cluster
expansion, convergent for sufficiently small values of A. This is then used, together with the results
on the space cut-off S-matrix, to establish the existence and analyticity in A of the infinite volume
scattering functions and to prove reduction formulae for the infinite volume Wightman functions.

1. Introduction
The basic quantities for the description of scattering processes for systems of

infinitely many particles have been proven to exist only for certain classes of quantum
field theoretical models1), all of them breaking in one way or the other at least some
of the Wightman axioms for a satisfactory local covariant quantum field theory. In
particular only for few models with translation invariant interaction the existence of
an S-matrix has been established2). In this paper we begin the study of the S-matrix
for a class of models of self-coupled bosons in n dimensions, with translation invariant
non-polynomial, ultraviolet cut-off interactions. These models have vacuum problems

(vacuum polarization) as well as one-particle problems (translation invariance
and pure creation terms in the interaction). They have an interaction of the form :

\ j eis<p,Mdv(s)dx,

where 9Jx) is an ultraviolet cut-off time zero Boson field in (n — 1) space dimensions3)
and dv(s) is a finite measure of bounded support (with dv(—s) dv(s), — meaning
complex conjugate).

In a preceding paper [5]4) we proved, in particular, the existence, uniqueness and
analyticity in the coupling constant À of the vacuum in the infinite volume limit and

') See e.g. the introduction of [1] and the references given therein.
2) Besides Lee-type models and quadratic interactions (see the corresponding references in [1]),

we should mention the case of fermion interactions with ultraviolet cut-off and no pure
creation or annihilation terms in the interaction [2], as well as the case of Nelson's type
models (simplified Yukawa interaction) : [3], [1], [4].

3) For technical reasons most results are stated and proved only for the case of a number of
space-time dimensions n > 4.

*) See also the references given in [5] concerning previous work on this class of models.
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of the corresponding imaginary time Wightman functions for this class of models,
for all |A| < A0, A0 > 0.

In this paper we start (Section 2) from the construction of the scattering matrix
for the space cut-off interaction in terms of asymptotic fields. An asymptotic expansion
of this S-matrix (or, more precisely, of its generating functional) in powers of A is then
derived. The following sections will then establish, through the identification of this
expansion with a linked cluster expansion, the actual convergence of the series for all
|A| < A0. In Section 3 we prove the linked cluster expansions, as convergent series for
|A| <A0, of the infinite volume correlation functions introduced in [5], of the
corresponding imaginary time Wightman functions and of the corresponding truncated
quantities. In Section 4 we prove the linked cluster expansion, as asymptotic series
for small values of |A|, of the space cut-off S-matrix, starting from the asymptotic
expansion derived in Section 2. Moreover, we show that the S-matrix is given in terms
of scattering functions which have a formal power series expansion in which every
term has analytic continuation from the positive real axis in the time variables to the
positive imaginary axis.

In Section 5 we start by proving that the scattering functions are the analytic
continuation of the correlation functions from positive times to positive imaginary
time. This is done by first establishing the joint analyticity in the time variables, in
the right half plane, and in the coupling constant A, for |A| < A0, of the correlation
functions for the space cut-off interaction. This, together with their linked cluster
expansion (proven to converge for [A| < A0 by the methods of Section 3), yields the
identification term by term and then, due to the convergence, globally of the scattering
functions with the analytic continuation of the correlation functions. Moreover, this
implies the convergence of the linked cluster expansion of the scattering matrix for
the space cut-off interaction and its analyticity in A, for |A| < A0.

The S-matrix, as defined originally in terms of the asymptotic fields, is proven
to be the sum of this expansion, for all complex A with |A| sufficiently small.

In Section 6 we prove that the scattering functions have unique limits when the
space cut-off is taken away, for —A0 < A < A0. The infinite volume scattering functions
are uniformly bounded in all space time variables and analytic in time differences in
the lower half plane. Moreover, they are the analytic continuation of the correlation
functions and yield reduction formulae for the Wightman functions (in the same way
as the correlation functions give reduction formulae for the imaginary time Wightman
functions). Finally the finite volume scattering amplitude for given ingoing and
outgoing momenta are expressed through the Fourier transforms of the scattering
functions and the existence of the off-shell scattering amplitudes in the infinite volume
limit is remarked. The discussion will be pursued in a forthcoming paper. Throughout
this paper we shall always use the same notations as in our previous discussion [5] of
the models under consideration.

2. The Scattering Matrix for the Space Cut-Off Interaction

In the previous paper [5] we considered self-interacting boson fields with
Hamiltonian of the form

Ht H0 + X j v(<pjx))dx, (2.1)

1*1«'
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where H0 is the free energy of a free time zero boson field cp(x) of mass m > 0, and
9Ja) JXei% — y)9(y)dy, with xe IR"-1, n being the number of dimensions of space-
time, and

X.föeCgfJR"-1), x.(*)>0, xJ*)=xJ-x).
v(et) is a real-valued function of the form v(et) J eixsdv(s), where dv(s) is a bounded
measure of bounded support on the real line. A is a real number (the coupling constant).
Hi is then a self-adjoint operator, bounded from below, with the same domain as H0
in the Fock space 3F of the free boson field <p(x) [6]. Interactions of the form (2.1) have
also been considered in [7], where it was proven that the asymptotic fields exist as

strong limits and the scattering matrix was then given in terms of these.
In [6] it was proven that Hx has a simple lowest eigenvalue F, with the

corresponding normalized eigenvector ß, which can be chosen so that (ß,,ß0) > 0, where
ß0 is the Fock vacuum.

For any operator A on 3F we define :

A, e-i'Hi e»Ho A e~i,Ho eltHi. (2.2)

The free time zero field cp(x) is given in terms of the annihilation and creation operators
a(p) and a*(p) by

9(x)=2-1>2(2tt)^'-1»2 f eip-^(a*(-p)+a(p))-^— (2.3)
J p(p)1'2

re"-1

where p(p) (p2 + m2)ll2. Let D0 be the domain of H0 and D1'2 the domain of H)f2, and

a*(h)=ja*(p)h(p)dp, (2.4)

where a* stands for a or a*. The following theorem was proven in [7],

Theorem 2.1

a) Let h e LJW'1) and We D1'2. Then af(h)W converge strongly as t tends to
±oo. The limit operators a*(h) are closable operators defined on D112, and a+(h) map
D1/2 into SP', uniformly boundedly in h with respect to the natural norm in D1/2. If
we denote the closure of af(h) also by af(h), then a%(h) and«+(A) are the adjoints of
each other.

b) Let g and h be in LJW'1). Then a*(h) map D0 into the domain of a*(g), and
a ï (g) a f (h) map D0 into 3F, uniformly boundedly in g and h with respect to the natural
norm on D0. a | (h) satisfy the same commutation relations on D0 as do a * (h) on D0.

H, and a f (h) satisfy the same commutation relations as do H0 and a * (h), in the sense
that e"H'at(h)e-i,H' a$(h±t) on Du2, where hjp) e'^'hip) and h+, goes with a*.

and h_t with a+.
c) aJh)Qt 0 for all h e LJW'1). Vet 3F± be the Fock spaces constructed with

af (h) as annihilation-creation operators and Qt as Fock vacuums. Then J^ decomposes
relatively to the asymptotic operators a*(h) as a tensor product 3F SF± (g) V\,
where Qt (g) V\ is the subspace of J^ annihilated by ajh) for all heL 2(IR""1). With
respect to this decomposition, //, — E, decomposes as

H,-E, H* ®1 + 1 ®H°±,
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H(j is the free energy operator (to the mass m) in &¦+, and 1 (g) H\ is the restriction
of H to the invariant subspace ß, (g) V°. ¦

The S-matrix element between n outgoing particles with momentum distributions
given by hx, h„ in L2 and m incoming particles with momentum distributions
given by gx, gm in L2 is given by

S'n,m(hi, ...,K;gi,.. .,gm) (a*(hx)... a*JK) A, »%(gx)... a*(gm) QJ. (2.5)

This gives the relation between the asymptotic fields and the S-matrix.
We now define the wave operators W\ by

W'± a*(hx)... a*(hj Q0 aî(K)... a*(hj Qv (2.6)

Then W+ are isometries mapping #" onto ^+, and by (2.5) the scattering operator S
is given by

Si=wlAW'. (2.7)

Since W\ are isometries, we have ||S'|| < 1 (|| || denoting the norm in J^), and from the
commutation relations for H and a%(h) we get that

[S',i70]=0. (2.8)

Let

9(f) J9(*)f(x)dx, (2.9)

with/real and in Jf'l',2, whereA?~±{2 is the Sobolev space of order (—-^) (see [5]). Then
cp(f) is essentially self-adjoint on D. Vet 9,(f) he given by (2.2) and 9Jf) he defined
by (2.9) and (2.3), with at substituted for a*. It follows then from Theorem 2.1 that
cp+(f) is also essentially self-adjoint on D. This implies that etVtlf) converges strongly
to e'^cf- ust-^+oo.

From (2.2) it follows easily that, for any bounded operator A :

t

At A- iX [dse-^Hi eisH° [V,(s),A] e~isH° e'sHi, (2.10)
o

with

Vi f v(9Jx))dx and Vt(s) =e-'sHoVelsHo.

If At converges strongly to A+ as t -> ±oo, it follows from (2.10) that

At A_-iX f dse-'sHieisHo[Vi(s),A]e-isHoeisHi (2.11)
—oo

and

+00

A+ A_-iX j dse-isHie«Ho[V,(s),A]e-isHoeisHt, (2.12)
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where the integrals are strongly convergent. Since e'"'(f) converges strongly, we get
from (2.12)

+00

£<>+(/) ei<p-Cn - i\ f dg e-isH, eisH0 [V,(s), ei<p<J)] e-<sHoeisH'. (2.13)
— OO

Due to the form of V, and v(et), we see that B, (eisH°[Vj(s),eivif)]e-is"°)t converges
strongly as t ->¦ ±œ. From (2.11) with A B and t 0 substituted in the integral in
(2.13) we get

+00

ei>+(/) =e<v-U) — j'A f dse~lsHiB_ebHi
— 00

+ 00 0

+ (-iX)2 f ds \ dae~'Cs+°>HieioH°[Vi(o),B]e-i°H<>eiCs+°Wi. (2.14)

— 00 —°°

From Theorem 2.1 we have

B_ eisHi [VJs)_, e"f-(V>] e-'sHi,

where Vt(s)_ is VJs) with aï substituted for a*. Hence:
CO

<><>+(/) e'v-Cn + iX j ds[V,(s)_,e^-CV)]
— CO

CO s

+ (-iX)2 j ds j dae-iaHi eiaHo[V,(a), [VJs), e"*n]] e->aHo eiaHi.
—oo —co

By iteration of this procedure we get

e*+V) f HA)" f f [V,(tA_,... [V,(tJ_, e'*-Cf>] ...]dtx...dtn
n=Cl J J

'„« •¦¦«'¦

+ (-iX)N+1 j ¦¦¦ j e-""*i ei°Ho [Vt(a), [V(tN),..., [V(tx)e>«D]... ]]

x e-i°Hn ei"H, da dtx... dtN, (2.15)

where the integrals are strongly convergent.
We now define for/ and g in AC'V2 :

Si(g;f) (:ei«>-<<z>:Qi,:ei«+V>:Q,), (2.16)

where : : stands for the Wick product.5)

We use in general the notation : : for the Wick product. Thus :

¦ gitpW : gltfl+llh) g!«><-'(*)

where

9i+)(h) - 2"1'2(2ff)-<"-1

dp
?><->(*) 2-W» (2ff)-<«->« j e't*a(p)-—

The Wick product :e'«'±('11 : for the corresponding asymptotic in and out fields is defined in
the same way, with af instead of a*
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It follows from Theorem 2.1 that ß, is an analytic vector with respect to 9±(f),
so that S,(g;f) is infinitely differentiable with respect to/and g and we see from (2.5)
that the derivatives determine the S-matrix elements S„m. From (2.15) we get the
following asymptotic expansion in A :

s,(g;f)- 2 H*)" [•••f(:*'>-(*):ß„

[VJtJ_ [Vt(tx)_, : e*-(fV.] ...]Q,)dtx... dtn + 0(\X\N+1), (2.17)

where |0(a) | < const. |a|, for small values of et.

Consider now the quantity

: e*M : Q„ [VJtJ_,.... [V,(tx)_, : «*-(/> :]...] Q,)

(W_:e<«*):Q0, W_ [VJtJ,... [VJtJ.-.e'«»:]. ..]Q0).

Since W_ is an isometry, this is equal to

(:«*»> :ß0,[VJtJ,..., [VJtJ,:,*f):]...]ß0).

Hence (2.17) takes the form

S,(g;f) - f HA)" J (Q0,:*'«*>:[V,(tJ,...,[VJtJ,:e«*»:]...]Q0)dtx...dt„
~° '»<-*'i

+ 0(|A|W+1). (2.18)

This gives us an asymptotic expansion of SJg;f) with respect to A. We shall later on
show (in Section 5) that each term in this expansion can be rewritten in such a way as
to obtain the linked cluster expansion. This will give us the connection with the
correlation functions studied in [5] and we shall use this connection to prove that the
series in (2.18) converges as N -> oo for all |A| < A0, A0 > 0, from which it follows that
the S-matrix for the space cut-off interaction is analytic in A for |A| < A0 and given by
the convergent linked cluster expansion. A0 is equal to C_1e~2B_1, where C is defined
in Section 4 of [5] and B is defined in (4.10) of [5].

3. The Linked Cluster Expansion for the Infinite Volume Imaginary Time
Wightman Functions

In [5] we proved that the infinite volume imaginary time Wightman functions
exist as limits for / -> co of the corresponding volume cut-off quantities for the models
considered in the previous section. Moreover, we proved that they are analytic for
\X\ < A0 and continuous in the time variables in the closed right-hand half plane, and
hence define the Wightman functions for the infinite volume models. From the formula
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(5.5) of [5] the imaginary time Wightman functions are given by

Gk(xx, ...,xk)= Gko(xx,..., xk) + J -{ 2 Ii 2 G°(X°W' ¦ • - X"^
r-l ' q>r,p>0 " aeSk

p+q=k

^ß+l^^^JJ^
* I«)'™ jl G'Jxalp+h+...+lm_j+x) -yj\

xp'(yxsx,...,yrsr) TT dv(sj)dyj. (3.1)
i-i

The variables x-t and y} are all space-time variables in IR". Sk is the set of permutations
of 1, k and Gq(xx, xj are the free imaginary time Wightman functions, which
are equal to zero if k is odd and are given, for k 2p, by

1 ^Gko(xx,...,x2p) —— 2, G(x„m - xo(1))... G(xaÇ
2"p\ „r <rtS2p

(3.2)

with

f e'px
G(x)= -T-—2dp.J p2 + ml

re"

pr(x,s,,...,xrsr) is the infinite volume correlation function of Lemma 4.1 in [5], and

f e'px r'<(*)= \\7A7—-2\UP)\2dp, with xJP)= e^xJ^dx6
J p + m J

The infinite volume correlation function pr(xxsx,.. .,xrsr) is a limit, uniformly on
compact sets, of the corresponding finite volume correlation functions prA(xiSx,.. .,xrsr),
where A is a bounded domain in IR" (Lemma 4.1 of [5]). The pr are defined by

~ (_A)"+* r r r n+k -,

Pk(xx sx,.. .,xksk) Z? > — exp - J St Sj GJxt - xj
Zo n- j, J L «J -I

n+k
x fi dp(sj)dxj, (3.3)

3=k+l

where GJx) J e">c (p2 + m2)'^ XJP) \2dp,

(-X)
ZA 2 ~nT J " ' j CXP f ~ I Si Sj G,(*' ~ XjA Q ^(Sj) dXj- (3-4)

6) In Theorem 5. lof [5], GJ.) should read GJ.), (the sentence 'is the GJx) of Section 4' be dropped
and) Xe(P) m tne formula for GJx) be replaced by xJP)-
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The apparent difference between (3.3) and (4.3) of [5] is due to the fact that
dp(s) e~1/2s G«<0) dv(s), where dv is the measure defined in Section 2 and used in (4.3)
of [5], Now

[n+k
-1 n+k

- 2 Sl S3 GJxi - Xl) - H [(exP Hi s3 Gjxt - xj] - 1} + 1].
1<1 J i<j

(3.5)

The product above runs over the set P of all \(n + k) (n + k — 1) unordered pairs (i,j)
of different elements from the set {1,2,...,n + k). The product in (3.5) is therefore of
the form YlieP (a, + 1), with a, exp[—stSjGJXi — xj)] — 1 for I (i,j). One verifies
easily that

n («,+i)= 2 n«i. (3.6)
peP r<=p 1er

where the sum runs over all subsets F of P, and by definition Oise ai L 0 being
the empty set.

A subset r of P is called a simple unoriented graph with labelled points, for short
we will call it a graph. We shall say that i is a point of the graph F if there is a/ such
that (i,j) e F. The unordered pairs in F are called the lines of the graph F. Note that
F can also be the empty set or P itself. Combining (3.3) and (3.6) we get

pk(xxsx,...,xksk)=z-Aiyy—L_ 2 n
n+k

x{exp[-SiSjGJx,-xj)]-l} fi dp(sj)dx, (3.7)
j-*+i

where 2r denotes the sum over all graphs with points from the set {l,...,n + k}. The
points from the set {l,...,k} will be called external points of F and the points from
the set {k + l,...,k + n) will be called internal points.

We say that two points i and j in F are connected if there is a sequence of points
ii, is in F such that (i,ij, (ix,i2),..., (is-i,is), (is,j) are lines in F. Let F0 be the
subgraph of F consisting of those internal points of F that are not connected with any
external point of F, and let rx be the subgraph consisting of the points that are
connected with external points. rx is called an externally connected graph. We define the
product of two graphs J" x F" as the graph whose set of points is the union of the
points of T' and the points of F" and with lines which are those of J" and P". It follows
from the definition of F0 and Px that F' F0 x Px. Therefore

2 n «i 2 n «i 2 n «• n «,. (3.8)
r 1er r0,r, ier0xr, r0,r, ter0 1er,

where 2r0,r1 denotes the sum over all graphs F0 with only internal points and over
all graphs Px which are externally connected. Hence

CO / \\"+fc f f*

pk(xxsx,...,xksk)=z-AiyK—L—y nà, n[ fy, I J ™*r°*ri
k+n

x {exp [-Si Sj GJXi - xj)] - 1} fi dp(Sj) dx}.
3=k+l
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Any two terms can be obtained from each other by permuting the internal points
give equal contributions to the sum 2r0,r >

because of the symmetry of the integrand.
Therefore we may take the I points of F0 to be the I last internal points {n + k — l +1,
...,n + k). Since we can pick / points out of n points in (") different ways, we get

rtfc. *„-«¦* ^^IZ f-f n^ ml 11 ^ £-1 J J tij)ernxr,
•n, 1=0 I r0 Am+I

k+m+l
x {exp [-st sj GJxt - xj)] - 1} n dp(sj) dxJt (3.9)

3-k+l

where 2r, mns over au externally connected graphs with points out of {!,...,k + m)
and 2r0 over all graphs with only internal points from {k + m + l,...,k + m + l).

Since

Il {exp [-St Sj GJxt - Xj)] - 1} TI (exP [~st s3GJxi - xi)) - !}
'U)er0xr, r,

¦ TI {exp[SiSjGJXi -Xj)] - 1},
r0

we see that the integral in (3.9) factors as a product, one factor being

f • • ¦ f Tl {exp [-s, Sj GJx, -Xj)]-1} Ô dp(sj) dxj.i J r°

Summing now over all graphs F0 with / points and using (3.6), we get this equal to

J"---J"expl- 2 s,SjGJx,-Xj) FT dp(sj) dxj.
3=1

If we now multiply by (—X)'jl\ and sum over I we get ZA by (3.4). Using this result
we obtain then from (3.9)

v* (-A)n+k ^r r c
Pa(xi Si xksk) > — y • ¦ • n {exp[-SiSjG£(%( - xj)] - 1}

n-0

k+n
x F] dp(st)dXi, (3.10)

t+1

where E runs over all externally connected graphs. By Lemma 4.1 of [5] we know that
pA converges uniformly on compact subsets to the infinite volume correlation function
pk(xxs1,...,xksk), and moreover that pk is analytic in A for |A| < A0. It follows from
(3.10) that each term in the power series expansion for p* converges as A increases to
IR". By the fact that pointwise convergence of analytic functions in an open domain
implies the convergence of their derivatives at a point, we get that

Pk(xxsx,...,xksk)=y t~~y !¦¦• f fi {exp [-Sis,Ge(*<-*,.)]-!}

x n dp(st)dxi, (3.11)
k+l
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and the series is convergent for |A| < A0. This is the linked cluster expansion for the
correlation function.

For later use we shall also introduce the truncated correlation functions
Pt(XiSx, -,xksk). Let X {(xxsj,..., (xksk)}. We define

p(X)=pX(xxsx,...,xksk). (3.12)

The truncated correlation functions are then defined by

pkT(xxsx,...,xksk)= 2 (-iy-1(l-l)\p(Xx)...p(Xl), (3.13)
x-x.^.-ux,

where the sum is over all partitions of X into disjoint subsets Xx, Xt.
The inversion of (3.13) is given by the formula

PW= 2 PT(Xx)...pT(Xi), (3.14)
x-x,u -UX,

where pT(X) is defined according to (3.13).
We say that a graph F is connected if any two points of F are connected. It is

obvious that any graph Fis a product r C. x • • • x C, of its connected components
Ct. For a fixed term in (3.11) we write F as the product of its connected components
E CX x • ¦ ¦ xC,. We then get that the integral in (3.11) is equal to

FI (¦¦¦( U {exp [-s, Sj GJx, - xj)] - 1} n dp(st) dxt, (3.15)
m-l J J (y)€C. lelntC„

where IntCm is the set of internal points of Cm. By the symmetry of the integrand in
(3.15), we may permute the integration variables without changing the value of the
integral. Let nm he the number of points in IntCm, and let us permute the integration
variables in such a way that the internal points in Cm become the points
{k + nx + ¦ ¦ ¦ + nm_x + l,...,k + nx+- ¦ ¦ +nm). Since the number of ways one can
divide n nx +• • ¦ + n, points into groups containing %,...,#, points is n \jnx !...»,!,
the summation over E in (3.11) gives n\jn,\...nj, equal contributions of the form

Il f • • • f El {exp [-st sy GJXT - xj)] - 1} II "
dp(sT) dx,,

m-l J J (Ü)£C. i-*m+l

where Xm {(x\nsf),...Jxknm,skn)} is the subset of the set X {(xxsj,...,(xksk)} of
external points which consists of the external points in Cm. Thus k kx + • ¦ • + k, and
X Xx U U X, is a partition of X into disjoint subsets. Hence we get from (3.11)
that

,m 2 Z tzTAi.JzztAi j n*-* ,*-; nA nj *->„ m~in=0 n. + - -+n,-n 1 ' C, C,
n1>0,...,n, »0

f-.-f TI {exp[-SiS7GJx,-x1)]-l} fîmdp(s,)dx?. (3.16)
k„+n,

n
CU)eCm i-km+\

We now define the formal power series in A

» (-A)«+* -~ r C î±?
a(x) y —L- y n {exP [-S/ Sj gjXi - XjKi -1} n ^w **t.

fs «! rj J (w)ec k+i
(317)
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where C runs over all connected graphs with external points. Then it follows from
(3.16) that

P(X)= 2 a(Xx)...a(XJ, (3.18)
X-X,\J--\JX„

where the sum goes over all disjoint partitions of X and the equality is in the sense of
formal power series. By utilizing that (3.13) is the algebraic inverse relation of (3.14),
it follows that

a(X)= 2 (-l)l-1(l-l)\p(Xx)...p(Xl), (3.19)
x-x.u -ux,

where the equality is again to be understood in the sense of formal power series. But
since, by (3.11), p(X,J has a power series expansion that converges for |A| < A0, it
follows from (3.19) that the power series (3.17) converges for \X\ < X0 and moreover
it converges to pT(X), because of (3.19). We summarize this discussion in the following:

Lemma 3.1

The correlation function pk(xxsx,...,xksj and the truncated correlation function
pk(xxsx,.. -,xksk) are both given, for |A| < A0 (where A0 is given in Lemma 4.1 of [5]),
by their convergent linked cluster expansions :

pk(xxs1,...,xksk)

^ (-A)"+* sa r r k+»

y — y ••• n {^PÏ-StSjGJx,-Xj)]-l} fi dp(s,)dx,
£j n\ ^ J J ,iyj)eE i-k+l

and

Pt(xxsx, ...,xk sj

-X)n+k -^ f P k+n-C I 1

j-j r „, „ „ -r-r

(IJ)eC

-~ (-A)"+k ^ r k+n

y —— > ¦ • • n {exp i~st s3 GJxt - */)] -1} n dp(st) dxt,
±i nl *? J J (UxsC «-W-1

where F runs over all externally connected graphs and C runs over all connected graphs
with external points. ¦

Let now {pk(xx,...,xk)}k=l he a sequence of symmetric functions. For any finite
set X {xx,...,x„} we define p(X) =p"(xx,...,xj and we define correspondingly the
truncated functions pk(xx,...,xk) by (3.13). The inverse relation yielding p in terms
of pT is then given by (3.14). Let us now define the generating functional for the p-
functions as the formal power series in z

~ Uz\k r- p
P(zh) 1 + 2 ~JT

' ' " ^*(*i- • • ••**>hiXl) ¦ ¦ ¦ hix*)i%1---dx" (3.20)

Correspondingly we define pT(zh) in the same way. Substituting (3.14) in (3.20) we get

xp («)* c r
1 + > -rr ¦ • ¦ 2 «At(^i) ¦ ¦ ¦ 9t(X.) h(xx)... h(xk) dxx... dxk. (3.21)

£J «• J J x-x.v—vx,
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Because of symmetry reasons all terms with \XX\ k,, \X,\ k, give, after
integration, the same contribution. Here \X\ stands for the number of points in X.
Therefore, after rearranging variables, we get that (3.21) can be written as

v(«)fcv i V k\ r
1 + Z.~kTA-iT\ 2- k~\—k~\ ^*1' ' ' "Xkl> A(*x) ' ' ' h^kl '

oo

" • j 9t(xi, ¦ ¦ -, xki) h(xx).. .h(xkl) dxx...dxkl l + 2_l~ pT(zh)1,

i=i
where the equality is to be understood as the equality of formal power series. This
then gives us the formal power series relation between the generating functionals for
p and pT :

P(zh) evrCttH. (3.22)

By inverting the power series of the exponent function, we get then

PT(zh)=logP(zh), (3.23)

also as a formal power series relation.
From (5.6) of [5] we have the generating functional G(zh) for the imaginary time

Wightman functions

G(zh) exp -^(h,h)_i 1+2 h /' "/ f\ ^^-$izheix^ - v

x Prixi s1(..., xrsr) n dp(Sj) dxj
3=1

(3.24)

and it follows from this formula that G(zh) is actually a convergent power series for z

in the whole complex plane. In (3.24) (h,h)_x J h(x)G(x — y)h(y)dxdy and
he(x) J GJx -y)h(y)dy.

Introducing the generating functional p(zg) for the correlation functions as the
(convergent) power series

p(zg) 1 + 2^ ~- J • • • P"ixi sv-,xnsJ g(xx, sj... g(x„, sJ fi dp(s,) dxi,

(3.25)

we may rewrite (3.24) as

r z2
G(zh) exp (h, h) _,

J,

which by (3.22) is equal to

p{—i[exp (—szh*) — 1]}, (3.26)

G(zh) exp --(h,h)_x exp[pT(-i(e-""e - 1))].
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Using (3.23) for GT(zh) we finally get

GT(zh) =-Z-(h,h)_i + pT(-i(e-"»1 - 1)). (3.27)

We formulate now these results in a theorem.

Theorem 3.1

The linked cluster expansion for the infinite volume imaginary time Wightman
functions and the corresponding truncated functions are given in terms of their
generating functionals by (3.26) and (3.27) and the linked cluster expansions for the
correlation functions and the truncated correlation functions in Lemma 3.1. The
linked cluster expansions are all convergent for |A| < A0. The linked cluster expansions
for the imaginary time Wightman functions are given by (3.1) and Lemma 3.1 and
for the truncated imaginary time Wightman functions they are given by Lemma 3.1
and

Gk(xi,.. .,xk) 8k2G(xx - x2) + (iy 2 7j 2 2
r=l ' aeSk l, + ---+lr=k

x
I,

x prT(yisx,...,yrsr) n dp(sj)dy},
3=1

where St2 1 for k 2, and 8k2 0 for k # 2.

4. The Linked Cluster Expansion as the Asymptotic Series for the Scattering
Matrix of the Space Cut-Off Interaction

Let us from now on assume that the dimension of the space time is > 4.

In Section 2 we derived an asymptotic expansion, (2.18), for the quantity St(g;f)
which generates the S-matrix for the space cut-off interaction. The term of order n in
this expansion is

HA)" j (Qo,:e^:[Vl(tJ,...,[Vl(tx),:ei«S)]...]Qo)dtx...dt„. (AA)

One finds easily that, for t„ < < tx,

[VJtJ [VJtJ.-.e'M :]...]

2 M)* 2 VJttJ V,(t : e<«D ; Vl(th)... V,(tik),
k=0 a

where the 2» runs over all permutations a {ix,...,ij of {!,...,n) such that
t,H < < t,t i

and *,>...> t( Since the integration in (4.1) is convergent, it is the
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limit of

HA)" / f(Q0,:ei«*:lVJtJ,...,[V,(t1),:e'«f):]...]Q0)dt1...dtK
—a <»„«••¦<(!« a

HA)" 2 (-1)* 2 f ¦ ¦ • f (Oo, ¦ «**>: Vi(tln)...
k=0 a

•> J
—a «/„«•••« f, >S a

x Vt(t.t+i) : e'cM: vt(ftl)... VJtik) Q0) dtx.. .dtn

HA)" 2 R)* f ••• f (Qo,:e'^:VJtx)

x VJtJ : e"*r> : VJtJ VJtJ Q0) dtx... dt, dtx... dtk. (4.2)

To compute the integrand in (4.2) we observe that

(ß0, : exp [isx 9Jtx, xj] : : exp [is2 9Jt2, xj] : Q0)

(Q0, : exp [is, tpjx)] : exp [i(tx -12) H0]: exp [is2 9Jx2)] : Q0)

exp[sx s2 GJi(tx - t2),xx - x2))],

where

cpjt, x) e~"Ho 9Jx) eUHo.

An explicit calculation yields, for x0 > 0,

GJxo,x) tt f e-tto«e& \UP)\2-% • (4-3)

and GJit ,7c) is therefore given by

GJit, x) tt j er*0* e** \UP)\2-% ¦

Pip)

We set FJt,x) GJit.x). For a function g(x) on IR"-1 we define

gjt, x) j F'Jt, x-y) g(y) dy, F'Jt, x) G'Jit, x).

By a direct computation we find that the integrand in (4.2) is equal to

[••• fexp - 2 siSjFJhe-Cs-SUrz |... | exp {- 2 sis3 FJh - tj, x, - xj) - 2^ SJ FJh ~ tj, xt - xj)
i>]

l*.l«'
r * ~~)fr * ~~- 2 2 si h FJh - tj, x, - xj)) • exp - 2 sjjti, xj - 2 SjfJ-tj, xj)

¦¦-i 3=i i \ i_i 3=i
r k n, ~ r k

- 2 sigJ-h,Xi) - 2 hgÀ-tpXJl-Tl dp(Si)dxt FI dp(Sj)dxj, (AA)
i-l ./=1 / i-l 3=1
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where dp(s) e~1,2s2G'(0} dv(s),(g,f)_x/2 is the scalar product in the Sobolev space
Jf~l[2 (see [b]). Vet A {1 r} and B {ï,...,%}, so that A and B are disjoint sets
of labeled points. Let L be the set of all unordered pairs of different points in A U B.
The elements in L will be called lines and subsets of L will be called graphs. We now
define :

a, exp [-sjjti, xt) - stgj-tt, xj] - 1 for i e A,

b~- exp [-sjfj-tj, %j) - SjgJ-tj, Xj)] - 1 for ; e B.

Furthermore we define

Fi exp[-s, Sj FJ-\t, -tj\,x,- xj)] - 1 if I (i,j), i <j, i,j e A,

F, expHiS; FJ\t, - tj\,xt - xj)] - 1 if / (i,j), i >j, i,j e B,

F, exp [-St Sj FJtt - tj, Xt -xj)] - 1 iil= (i,j),i e A,j e B.

Then the integrand in (4.4) may be written as

i,k n (Fi +1) n («i +1) n (h+1). (4-5)
IeL ieA JeB

Expanding the products we get

Ir.k- 2 2 2 YI Ft U cit U bj. (4.6)
X^AY^BT^Ller ieX JeY

By the definition of F, we see from (4.5) that Ir k is symmetric with respect to permutations

of the points in A and similarly it is also symmetric with respect to permutations
of the points in B. Hence (4.2) may be rewritten as

e-(e,f)-m (-i\)» V ^L f... f /r k f\ dp(st) dxt dtt f\ dp(sj) dlj dtj, (AA)
Z_v rlkl J J j,i j_i

n r+t

where Aa {(t,x) ; \t\ < a, \x\ < /}.
Since the integration over the t's in (4.2) is restricted to the bounded interval

[—a,a], the sum of (4.2) over n converges to

Sl(g;f) (Q0, : e>i>C& : eiaH° e~i2aHi eiaHo : ««/): e->aH<> ei2aHi e-'aHo Q0). (4.8)

Therefore by summing (4.7) over n and using (4.6) we get

(-iX)\A\ (iX)W
Sï(g;f) e-<z,f>-«2 2

m Ml1 \B\l
A\,\B\ I" II

x 2 2 2 f• • • f n f, n «i n *j n dp(St)dxidti
'—i^—i^—i J J 1er ieX jeY i-lr^LX^A Y^B .(UI+IBI)

a

x YI dp(sj)dXjdtj, (4.9)
3=1

where, for any finite set X, \X\ denotes the number of elements in X.
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Let A and Bx be the elements in A and respectively in B that are points of F.
Let Xx respectively Yx he the elements in X respectively Y that are points of F, and
let X2 and Y2 be their complements in X and Y. Vet A2 respectively B2 be the
complements oiAx U X2 respectively B, U Y2 in A respectively B. Then A =A. U X2 (J A2,
B Bx U Y2 U B2 and X X. U X2, Y Y, U Y2. All the unions are disjoint and
Xx <zz Ax, Yxcz Bx. For a fixed term in the sum in (4.9), we permute the integration
variables so that the points in Ax and Bx come first, and then come the points in X2
and Y2 and last the points in A2 and B2. By the symmetry of Ir.k we then get

\A\\ \B\l
\AX\\\BX\\\X2\\\Y2\\\A2\\\B2\\

equal contributions to the sum. Hence (4.9) can be written as

(_»A)MiM^l+l^l (iX)lfl'M ^l+Mal
St(g;f) e^-n.,l2

\Ax\\\Bx\l\X2\l\Y2\l\A2\l\B2\
A,\,\"l\, \^2\
J2|.M2|.|-BZ|

x

r
2 2 f--f nF« n «1 n «1 n »/ n »7

r=i^,i 'sr ,eJr' 'e*2 TeYl hY2

x FJ dp(Si)dx~tdtt YI dp(Sj)dXjdtj. (4.10)

Now the integrand is independent of the variables in A2 and B2, and Ylier Fi ls
independent of the variables in X2 and Y2. Therefore we can sum over X2, Y2, A2 and
B2 and obtain

S,(g;f) e-<*n-we-a\AM ea\A\M 2 H*)1"*'1 M1*'1

M1LM1I Mil1 lßil!

2 2 2 {¦¦¦{nf, n «, n*-!£-*¦£— J J 1er ieX, 7eY,r^L X,^A, Y,^B, At\A,WBi»

Mil
_ Mil ~ ~

x 17 dp(st)dx,dtt Y\dp(sj)dXjdtj, (4.11)

where a(ti,xt) ait b(tj,xj bj and \A\ is the volume of A, \p\ J" dp(s). The factors
containing \A\ obviously cancel and in (4.11) Ax U B, are the points of F.

We call the points in Xx U Yx, entering (4.11), the external points of F. As in
the previous section, we have r ro x F3, where F0 is the subgraph of F consisting
of the points in F which are not externally connected and F3 is the subgraph of
externally connected points.

Let A0 and F0 be the subsets of A x and Bx that are points of F0 and let A3 and B3
be the complements of A0 and B0 in A and B. Then Xx <= ^43 and Yx cz B3, since ^40
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and B0 are internal points. The sum in (4.11) can therefore be written as

(-*A)Mil (»A)Wy HA)Mil (iX)W V V V f fn.n2WW2 2 2 -Jn^n,
r0,r3 x,^a3 y,^b3 a.

x u bjY[dp(Si)dx,dtiYldp(Sj)dXjdtj. (4.12)
je Y, i 3

Vy rearranging the variables in such a way that those in A3 and B3 come first, we get
\AX\\ |S,|!/|i40|! |F0|! |^3l!lß3l! equal contributions to the sum in (4.12). Hence
(4.12) becomes the product of the two following series

H'A)Mo| (iA)Mol vy tr,\) \n,i) xi I i—r ts ft j_.t„ \ jt. j, n j..rxs jt. Jt ti iq\
\Ao\\ \Btt 2 f • • • f n^n dp(Si) dxi dt, n <*/*(?,) di,dt}, (a.

o\. p J J ler0 i 3
•o a

where F0 runs over all graphs with points in A0 U B0, and

V H'A)M*I (iX)W xr V ^T f f t-, n 6r

x f] dp(si) dXidt, YI dp(sj) dxjdtj, (AAA)
i 3

where F3 runs over all externally connected graphs. From (4.9) we see that (4.13) is

nothing but S, (0,0), which is equal to (ß0,ß0) 1.

We formulate these results in the following theorem :

Theorem 4.1

The linked cluster expansion for

S,(g;f) (Q0, : e'v(g) : eiaHoe-2iaHi e,aHo: eW/1 : e-'aHo ei2aHt e~iaHo Q0)

is convergent for all A and given by

HA)MI (tA)MI

UI! IFI!
MI.MI XcA YcB B a.

s;(s;/H^,,2^^222|...|nf,n/,r,,
x n dp(sj) dx( dt, YI dp(Sj) dx} dtjt

i 3

where F runs over all externally connected graphs and

h(t, x) exp[-sfjt, x) - sgj-t, x)] - exp[-sfj-t,x) - sgj-t, x)].

Defining moreover

\a\Jb\ ]A]l lB{l xAayAb c I J uc iex

x n bj il dp(st) dxt dti YI dp(sj) dxjdtj,
je Y i 3
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where C runs over all those externally connected graphs which are also connected, we
have

SaJg;f) exp[Sl(g;f)T].

Proof: Only the last part of the theorem is not already proven above. The proof
of this last part runs however entirely parallel to the proof of the last part of Lemma
3.1. ¦

We know by (2.18) that each term in the power series expansion of S"(g:f)
converges as a -> œ, and that the formal power series we get in the limit is the asymptotic
expansion of S, (g;f). We shall now prove that each term in the linked cluster expansion
of Sl(g;f) converges as a tends to infinity, and the corresponding expansion is the
linked cluster expansion of SJg;f). It follows then that the linked cluster expansion
of SJg;f) is identical as formal power series in A with the asymptotic expansion (2.18)
°f SJg;f). Since one can always form exponentials of formal power series, it is enough
to prove that each term in the power series expansion in A of S"(g;f)T converges as
a —> oo.

For fixed A, B and C in the linked cluster expansion of S,(g;f)T in Theorem 4.1,
consider now the integral

{¦¦{ YlFiYl"iYlbj (4.15)
J J J y- /- I rr V T_ W

A. leC ieX jeY

Since F,, a, and &j fall off sufficiently rapidly in all the time variables, as solutions
of the Klein-Gordon equation with smooth time zero values, we find that the integrand
in (4.15) is absolutely integrable with respect to all the time variables in UN, where
AT |A | + \B\. Because of the support properties of the Fourier transform, with
respect to tj, j e B, of the integrand in (4.15), we see that the integral over Uk with
respect to tx, tk, k \B\, is equal to zero. Hence as a -» œ all contributions, to
the linked cluster expansion in Theorem 4.1, of terms of the form (4.15) with B ^ 0
tend to zero. We formulate these results in the following theorem :

Theorem 4.2

For space-time dimension larger or equal to 4 we have that the linked cluster
expansion of the scattering matrix for the space cut-off interaction is given by

^ (-iA)MI ^ -e- r C w
sjg-,f)=e-<*-n-in y aa- y y n F, n «, n «w <**« ^

\A \A\- TT*'.^ J J leE ieX 1=1

x,</

where F runs over all externally connected graphs with set of points A.
This linked cluster expansion of SJg;f) gives also the asymptotic expansion of

SJg;f) in powers of A.

If we define the corresponding truncated expression by the formal power series
relation

Si(g;f)T logSJg;f),
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then the formal power series for ST is given by

Si(g;f)T -(g,f)-m

^ HA)M v- ^ f f ^ ^ !4
+ 2 atït 2 2 ••• n f, n «i n dp(S,)dxldtl,*-, \A\l *-i *-. J J leC ieX i=l

Ml *c^ c |*,|«'
where C runs over all the connected graphs which have external points. ¦

We see from the linked cluster expansion in Theorem 4.2 that, if we define the
space cut-off scattering functions a\(x, sx,...,xksj as the formal power series

<A HA)"+* -r* C C n+k

X- ^> ¦¦¦ n-F« li dp(Si)dxtdti, (4.16)

no
n[

E .-ï '*E t-k+1

with Xj (tj,Xj), then SJg;f) can be written as the following formal power series

Sl(g;f)=e-<',»-mal(-ia), (4.17)

where aJa) is the generating functional for the scattering functions, defined by (3.20)
and

a(t, x) exp [-sfjt, x) - sgj-t, x)]-l. (4.18)

Using the symmetry properties of F, we can write (4.16) for tx < < tk as

oo f r k+n
ak(xx sx, ...,xk sj 2 HA)*+" 2 | • • • | 11 F, n dp(sj) dxt dt,. (4.19)

n-0 E * J leE t=k+l
|3,|</

The integrand in (4.19) is obviously only a function of the time variables Zj tJ+x — t},

j 1, k + n — 1. Since

F, exp[-s,SjGJi(ti - tj), x, - xj)] - 1 for I (i,j), i <j,
we see that the integrand is analytic in lmZj > 0, and falls off as \zx\~312.. .\zk+n_x\~312

uniformly in Im2,- >0,j=l, k + n — 1, for all space-time dimensions > 4.

If we introduce the new variables zs tJ+1 — tj in (4.19) we will have the integration

over the domain z3 > 0, / I, n. Because of the uniform fall off, we may
continue the path of integration from the positive real axis onto the positive imaginary
axis. From this it follows that each term in the formal power series expansion (4.19)
is analytic for Im^ > 0, i 1, 2, k and moreover we obtain the following formal
power series relation

co / i\fc+n

al(x1sx,...,xksj ' %tX
~l) A i*-H nln=0

x 2 J " 'J n <exp [_Sf sj G>ixi '
k+n

-xj]-l) n dp(s:)dXi,
i=k+le m« IeE

(4.20)

where x,j (i(xj)Q, Xj ((x,)o,xj), (xj)0 being the time component of Xj.
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Lemma 4.1

Let H0 be a self-adjoint operator with zero as an isolated simple eigenvalue with
eigenvector ß0, and the rest of its spectrum absolutely continuous. Let Hk H0 + XV,
where V is bounded and symmetric. Let P0 he the projection onto ß0 and Px its
orthogonal complement. Let Hö1 Px he the inverse of H0 on the range of Px.

If Xx=i\\VHö1P1\\~1 then, for [A| <2Ai, Hk has a simple isolated eigenvalue Ex
with eigenvector Qx, both depending analytically on A.

Moreover for |A| < Xx

weak lim eWx-EA ß0 (ßA> QJ Qx.
r-»±co

Proof: The first part of the lemma is well known from regular perturbation theory.
The moreover part is proved as follows. We expand in powers of A and get

exp (iaHJ Q0= 2 (*A)" / ¦ • ¦ / V(tJ V(tJ Q0 dtx... dt.
"=0 Qsii^-^t^a

2 W j ¦¦¦ j exPi~UiH°)vexPHfo-h)h0]V...

x exp[-i(t„-tn_JHo] VQ0dtx...dtn f (»A)"
n-0

a a

x f • • • f exp (—is, H0) V exp (—is2 H0) V... exp (—is„ H0)
o o

a a

xVQ0dsx...dsn=2W 2 j---\ cxp(-isxH0)PEV...
71 0 Si"*CB 0 0

x exp(-isnH0) PSnVQ0ds1 ...dsn= (Q0,exp(iaHx)Q0)

a a

x 2 (iX)" j---jexp(-isxH0)PiV...
n=0 Q 0

x expH's„if0) Px VQ0dsx... ds„.

By integrating we find that

(Q0, e'oHnQn)-1 eiaH>- Q0 f X"Höl pi(l - e~ioH°) V ...Hz1 PJ1 - e-™») VQQ.
n=0

For [A| < Xx this series is strongly convergent, uniformly in a, and term by term it
converges weakly to the Rayleigh-Schrödinger expansion for ßA. This implies ,by the
convergence of the Rayleigh-Schrödinger expansion, that

(Q0, eiaHn Qo)'1 eia«>. Q0 -> (ß0, ßj"1 Qk
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weakly. By taking the inner product with Qx this gives that eiaE>-(Q0,eittH>-Q0)~1

converges to |(ß0,ß/)|~2. This, together with the weak convergence above, proves the
lemma.

Remark : This proof has relations to methods developed by De Witt and Lanford
and extended by Hepp (Theorem 2.5 of [8]).

Theorem 4.3

Let |A| < Xx, where Ax is given in Lemma 4.1, and A :ei<p(9):, B :ei"if}:, then

(Q0, e-i(,+nH> QJ)-1(eitHie-imi AQ0, e-u'Hie"'H°BQ0)

converges to (A_Q,, B+Qj) as t,t' -> <x>, where A is the norm limit of A, as t -> —œ and
B+ is the norm limit of B, as t -> oo, with A, e~""' eitH°Ae-itH°e"H' and similarly
forß.

Proof:

(Q0, e-'C'^'IH, Q0)-i(e"Hie-"HoAQ0, e~*'»i e"'»oBQ0)

(Qo,e-^+^HiQ0)-1(A_tei'HiQo, B,-e-"'HiQ0).

One verifies easily that \\[VJs) ,:e'"(n :)\\ <c(|s| + 1)~3/2, from which it follows from
(2.10) that A_t and Bt, converge in norm to A _ and B+. Hence it is enough to prove that
(ß0)e-i((+t'-,H'ßo)"1(e''tH'ß0,^-F+e-"'w'ß0) converges as t,t' -> <x>. Since the finite
dimensional operators are dense, by uniform boundedness it is enough to prove that
the expression converges with a finite dimensional operator C replacing A*_B+. By
linearity it is then enough to prove that for any pair of vectors cp and W we have

convergence of

(ß0,e-«"Off,ß0)-Vff< ß0,cP)(W,e-"'HiQ0).

By Lemma 4.1 this however converges to (ß,,$) CF,ß,), which completes the proof
of the theorem.

5. The Convergence of the Linked Cluster Expansion for the Space Cut-Off
Scattering Matrix

Let A <= R" be a bounded domain. Define the quantities FA, ZA,fx as in Section A

of [5] and set 0Jx) <P(fJ, where cp <P^_, is the generalized Gaussian stochastic
process indexed by the Sobolev space AC-1 defined in Section 3 of [5], We then have
from Section A of [5] :

(-A)" Z-1 FA 2 s,f\ (-Xy Z-1 E exp i | Sj0JXj)\ exp -A j* v(cPJx)) dx

(5.1)
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where E is the expectation in the probability space for cp (see [5]). Expanding with
respect to A we get this equal to

(-A)* Z7J 2o
~£ J- • JEJrexpU 2 st *.(*,)] v(cPJxk+J)... v(cPJxk+J)

A"

V (-A)*+"k+n ^(_\)k+n f C I [ k+n 1\

"=° A"

k+n ^ (-A)*-1"" r r r *+¦ "i
x n ^(sj) <**, aa1 > —r- r • ' exP -i 2 si s3 Gs(x, - Xj)

3=k+i ±7, nl J J L i,j=i J
"=° A"

x YI dv(sj) dxj,
3=k+l

which by (4.3) of [5] is equal to pA(xiSx,.. .,xksk
Hence we have proven the formula :

PkA(xiSl,...,xksk) (-X)kUjexp -A J»(*,(*)&)

x F exp î 2 Si $Jxt) exP -A / v(<PJx)) dx (5.2)

Choose Aa i {(x0,x) ;\x0\ <a,\x\ </}. Let pk(xxsx,...,xksk) he the limit of pA
for a -> oo, which exists by (5.2) and the Lemma 3.4 of [5]. Moreover we have the
following :

Lemma 5.1

The limit pk(xlsx,...,xksj of pka ,(xxsx...,xksj as a -> co exists and the
convergence is uniform on compact subset's. Moreover :

PiixiSi xksk) (-X)k(Qi,exp[is,9JxJ]exp[-(t2 -tx)H{]

x exp [is2 9JxJ]... exp [-i(tk - tk_J H,] exp [ts» 9JxJ] Q,),

for (x,)o £(,<!<...< tk, Hi Ht — Et, Et being the eigenvalue of ß,.

Proof: The uniform convergence on compact subsets follows as in the proof of
Lemma 4.1 of [5] and the formula for the limit follows from Lemma 3.4 of [5]. ¦
Lemma 5.2

The space cut-off correlation functions pk(xxsx,...,xksk) and the corresponding
truncated functions pk,T(XiSx,...,xksk) are given, for |A|<A0, by their convergent
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linked cluster expansions

v (-X)k+n ^c r r
pk(xx sx,...,xksk)= y — y • • • fi {exp H, Sj Ge (x, -Xj)]-1}

k+n
x Yï dp(st) dx(

i=k+l
and

Pi.t(xiSi xksk)= > — > ••• Jl {exp[-s,s.,G,(*,-*,)]-l}
-n n- „ J J ILiieCC A J (U)eC

\*t\*l
k+n

x Yl dp(sj) dx,,
i-k+1

where E runs over all externally connected graphs and C over all connected graphs
with external points.

Proof: The proof is given by the one of Lemma 3.1. ¦
Lemma 5.3

The space cut-off correlation functions pk(xls1,...,xksj are translation invariant
with respect to the time variables and, as functions of zt (x,+x)0 — (xt)0, i=l,
k — 1, they are analytic in the domain Rez, > 0, t 1, k—1, and continuous in
Re*, > 0.

Moreover they satisfy, for tx < < tk,

p\(xx sx,...,xksk) (-X)k(Qt, exp [isx cpjxj] exp [-i(t2 - tj H,] exp [is2 tpjxj]...
x exp [-i(tk - tk_x) HJ exp [isk tpjxj] Q,),

where Xj — (itj,^j), and pk(xxsx,...,xksj are analytic in A for |A| < A0 and symmetric
111 sC\$\) ' • •> ^k^k'

Proof: The translation invariance, continuity and analyticity in the time variables
follow immediately from Lemma 5.1. From the analyticity in A of the correlation
functions for real (xj)0, j=l, ¦ ¦ -, k (Lemma 5.2), the analyticity of the state
coJA) (Qt,AQ,) follows as for the infinite volume limit in Theorem 6.3 of [5]. The
norm analyticity of eUH' in A for all values of A follows from the norm boundedness of
the space cut-off interaction. Since (Qt, eitHl QJ eitE', it follows first that E{ is analytic
for |A| < A0 and then that eitH> is norm-analytic for |A| < A0. From the formula in
Lemma 5.3 it follows then that pk(xx sx,.. -,xksj is analytic in A for | A| < A0. ¦

From Lemma 5.2 and (4.20) we have that

pkJxxsx,.. .,xksj H)*crk(xxsx,.. .,xksk), (5.3)

with x= (—ix0,x), in the sense of formal power series. Recalling now that the formal
power series in (4.20) was obtained by termwise analytic continuations in the time
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variables from the formal power series for ak(x1sx,...,xksj, it follows from (5.3) that

ak(xxsx,.. .,xksk) ikpk(xxsx,.. .,xksk), (5.4)

with x= (ix0,x), in the sense of formal power series.

By Lemma 5.3, however, the power series on the right-hand side of (5.4) converges
for |A| < A0, hence the formal power series for af, as defined by (4.19), converges for
|A| < A0. Under the assumption of space-time dimension > 4 we have:

Lemma 5.4

The scattering functions ak(xxs,,...,xksj are analytic in A for complex A with
|A| <A0and given by the convergent linked cluster expansion, which converges to:

ak(tx xxsx,..., tkxksk) (-iX)k(Qh exp [is, tpjxj] exp [-i(t2 -tJHJ...
x exp [-i(tk - tk_x) H,] exp [isk cpjxj ] Q,).

Hence for real A they are uniformly bounded continuous functions of all their variables.
Moreover, there is a X2 >0 such that for all complex A with |A| < A2 we have the
following uniform estimate

\ak(x,sx,...,xksk)\<ct(\X\)ßk

for <!<... < tk, where a(|A|) and ßk depend only on e, /.

Proof: The first part of the lemma follows from the previous lemma and from
(5.3) and the remarks above. The proof of the rest goes as follows. Let us define the
time-ordered scattering functions by

akJxxsx,.. .,xksk) ak(xxs,,.. .,xksk) (5.5)

for t, < < tk and the requirement that ök(x,s,,...,xksj is symmetric under permutation

of its variables. It follows then from the linked cluster expansion (4.19) for the
scattering functions that the time-ordered scattering functions have the following
linked cluster expansion :

^ HA)"+* v^ f C *+"
ài(xx sx,..., xksk) y '-— > • • • FI Ff U dp(st) dxt dtt, (5.6)

|S,|</

where

FJ exp [-Sj sk GJ-i\tj -tk\,x3- xj] - 1

for / (j, k) with j < k, and F runs over all externally connected graphs. It follows
from the first part of this lemma that (4.19) is convergent and this implies that (5.6)
is convergent for |A| < Ai < A0. Hence of(xxsx,.. .,xksj are actually the correlation
functions with respect to the interaction potential

2 stSjFJ(x,-Xj), (5.7)
i<j
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in the sense of [5], where FT(t,x) GJ—i\t\,x). Now

Fj(t,x)=TT j exp[-i\t\p(p)]exp(ipx)\xJP)\2^ti (5.8)
J-x ^

so that, using that xJP) xJ~P), we get

dp
Fj(t,x) TT j" cos^(/)cos/-ï|££(^)|:

pip)

dp
+ tn f Sm\t\p(p)cosp-x\xJP)\2-TTs- (5-9)

J-x e-iP)

From (5.9) we observe that |FT(t,x) j < const J\t\ + 1)"3/2 for all x in \x\ < I and all t,
if the dimension of space-time is larger or equal to 4, as we have assumed. This implies
that

C sup | | exp [—s, Sj FJ (xt — xj)] — 11 dp(sj dxj dt} (5.10)

is finite, so that the interaction is regular, in the sense of r5]. Moreover, from (5.9) we
see that the real part of (5.9) is positive definite and hence

Re 2 si s3 FJ(xi - xj > -Bm. (5.11)
i<3

This is the proper form of a stability condition which can be used similarly as in [5],
to estimate exp[—2T-2 sisjFl(Xi — xj)]. We see namely that in such an estimate the
imaginary time of FJ plays no role. Therefore by (5.11) we can use the methods of [5]
not only to prove that the time cut-off scattering functions converge as the time
cut-off is taken away, which we knew already, but also to get the estimate, uniform in
the variables xxsx,.. ,,xksk, for all complex |A| < A2, A2 =C_1e"2B_1 :

\bk(xxs.,...,xksk)\ <C-* — (5.12)i a i i. * *;i-- i-\x\Ce2B+1

This then completes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 5.1

There is a A0 > 0 such that the generating functional SJg;f) for the space cut-off
scattering matrix is analytic for complex A with |A| < A0, and A0 min(A0,Ai,A2),
where A, is given in Theorem 4.3 and A2 in Lemma 5.4.

Moreover, for |A| < A0,

SJg;f)=e-^f>-mà,(-ia)
and

SJg;f)T -(g,f)-m + °i, rH«).
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where

a(t, x, s) exp (—sfjt, x) — sgj—t, x)) — 1,

/Jt,x)=JG'Jit,x-y)f(y)dy,

and àj—ia) is the generating functional for the time-ordered scattering functions
äj[(t1x1s1...tkxksk) given by

aj-ia) 2 IT '"j ^1 %1 Sl • • ' lkxksk) a(h xi «i) • • • a(tkxksk)
k=0

\S,\*i
k

xY\dp(Si)dXidti. (5.13)
i-l

The scattering functions cr}(txxxsx,.. -,tkxksk) are analytic in A for |A| < A0, with A0

independent of the space cut-off, and are given by the reduction formula

ai(tx xxsx,.. -,tkxksk) H'A)*(ß„ exp[tS! 9JxJ] exp[-i(t2 - tj H,]...

x exp [-i(tk - tk_J H,] exp [isk tpjxj] Qj) (5.14)

and also by the linked cluster expansion, convergent for |A| < A0:

ak (xx sx,...,xk sj 2 (-iX)"+k 2 f • • • f n {exp [-s, Sj GJx, - xj)] - 1}
E .„+,<¦¦ ¦«.„ (i'»*E

k+n
x YI dp(s,)dxi, (5.15)

t=k+l

where F runs over all externally connected graphs and Xj (i(xj)0,xj). Similarly the
truncated scattering functions al<T are given by their connected graph expansion,
which is also convergent for |A| < A0:

2 HA)"+* 2 f ¦ ¦ • f n {exp [-St sj GJx, - xj)] - 1}
c tk+lJ-*,kJ cu,ec

x 11 dp(s,)dxt. (5.16)
i-k+l

Proof: By (5.4) and Lemma 5.3 we know that ak(x1s1,.. .,xksk) is analytic and
given by its linked cluster expansion for \X\ < A0. This proves (5.14) and (5.15). (5.16)
follows by direct algebraic calculations from (5.15). From Lemma 5.4 we know that
àk(xxSi,...,xksk) is uniformly bounded by ct( | X\) ßk for complex A with |A| < A2. By the
integrability of the function a this gives that the sum defining àJ—id) is convergent
also for complex A with |A| < A2, and therefore that äj—ia) is analytic in A for complex
A with |A| < A2.

This implies, by Section 4, that the asymptotic expansion of S,(g;f) is actually a

convergent power series for |A| < A2.

Consider now the expression

Si,,Ag;f) (Qo.e-^^^QorHef^e-^oAQo^-^ie^oBQo) (5.17)

a,, T(xx sx,.. .,xksk)
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of Theorem 4.3. Expanding (5.17) in powers of A we find easily that we get the linked
cluster expansion for S;i(>t-(g;/) in terms of the time cut-off time ordered scattering
functionsCT;,t,('- It is

Si. ,,,'(g;f) =«^-i«âliM.H), (5.18)

where the linked cluster expansion for 6i,,,t- is obtained as the linked cluster expansion
for Si with all time integrations restricted to the interval [—t',t]. From the proof of
Lemma 5.4 it follows that

|ä*M^1s1,...,%»s»)|<a(|A|)J8* (5.18)

and converges uniformly on compact subsets to a\(xxsx,...,xksj. This implies that
a,,,,,-(-id) converges to ctiH«) ast,t' -> oo. From (5.18) we then get that SlitX(g;f)
converges as t,t' -> oo to the sum of the linked cluster expansion for the scattering matrix.
If we have |A| < A1; where Xx is given in Theorem 4.3, then we get by Theorem 4.3 and
(5.17) that St_u,-(g;f) converges to S,(g;f) as t,t' -*¦ oo. This identifies S,(g;f) with the
sum of the linked cluster expansion and proves the theorem7). ¦
6. The Infinite Volume Scattering Functions

In this section we assume again that the dimension of space-time is larger or equal
to 4. The finite volume scattering functions ok(xxsx,...,xksJ are, by (5.14), given by
the following expression :

ak(txxxsx,.. .,tkxksk) (-iX)k(Q„etlti{exp[is9Jxx)]}... oc\k{exp[is9Jxk)]}Q,), (6.1)

where oc'JA) e'itHl A e"1*1 is the automorphism considered in Section 6 of [5]. By the
Theorem 6.1 of [5] we know that eJJe*89'1-^) converges in norm to ctjei!"'''-x)) as I -> œ,
where aJA) e~"HA etw and H is the infinite volume Hamiltonian of the Theorem 6.3
of [5], Moreover, from Theorem 6.3 of [5] we also have that at, converges weakly to to
as I -> oo for |A| < A0, where coJA) (Q,,AQi), and co is analytic in A for |A| < A0.

Theorem 6.1

The finite volume scattering functions ak(xxs1,...,xksk) are uniformly bounded
for real A in / and xxsx, xksk and converge pointwise for —A0 < A < A0 to the infinite
volume scattering functions ak(xxsx,.. .,xksk), which are given by

ak(tx xxs.,...,tkxk sj (-iX)k (Q, exp [isx 9c (xj] exp [-i(t2 -tJH]...
x exp[-i(tk - tk_x) H] exp[iskcpjxj] Q),

where ß is the unique infinite volume vacuum, (ß,^4ß) co(A). Moreover, there exists
a At>0 such that ak(txxxsx,...,tkxksk) is analytic for complex A, with |A| < A0, if
—Aj < ti+1 — tt< Xx, i 1, 2,..., k — 1.

7) We have incidentally that the space cut-off scattering matrix is non-trivial (i.e. different
from the identity and from zero). This follows already from the fact that it has a non-trivial,
explicitly given asymptotic expansion.
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Proof: The first part of the lemma follows from (6.1). The moreover part is proven
by observing that

ak(txxxsx,...,tkxksj (-iX)kto(ctti{exp[isx9JxJ]}...ettk{exp[iskcpJxk)]}) (6.2)

and using that co is analytic in A for |A| < A0 and etjeisv'<-î>) is norm analytic in A for
|A| < A0 if —Xx <t<Xlt the latter following from the proofs of [10], where it is shown
that xJeisv'Cx>) is norm analytic for complex A satisfying \Xt\ < d. ¦

From (5.5) we know that ak(t1x1s1,.. .,tkxksk) is analytic in tx, ...,tn and uniformly
bounded for Im (ti+1 — tj) < 0, and from (5.3) we have that ak is given, for Re (tj) 0,
i 1,. k, by the finite volume correlation functions. From Lemma 6.1 we know that
ct* is uniformly bounded and converges if the time variables are kept on the real axis.
This then implies that ct* will converge for Im(^+1 — tj) < 0. From this and (5.3) we
get the following theorem :

Theorem 6.2

For —A0 < A < A0 the infinite volume scattering functions are uniformly bounded
and continuous in txxx sx, tkxksk. They are analytic in tx, .,tkiovlm(tM — tj) <0,
and related to the infinite volume correlation functions by

pk(xxsx,.. .,xksk) (-i)kak(xxsx,.. .,xksk), (6.3)

where x (ix0,x).
Moreover, the infinite volume correlation functions are given, for tx < < tk and

—A0 < A < A0, by

pk(tx xxsx,...,tkxk s») (-A)*(ß, exp [isx 9JxJ] exp [-(t2 -tx)H]...

x exp [-(tk - tk_J H] exp [isk tpjxj] Q). (6.4)

Remark. The formula (6.4) gives an improvement, for real A, on the bounds for
pk in Lemma 4.1 of [5], inasmuch as we have now

\pk(xxs1,...,xksk)\ <|A|*

for —A0 < A < A0.

We can now use Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2 to improve the Theorem 6.4 of [5].
By performing analytic continuations in the time variables occurring in the expression
(3.1) for the imaginary time infinite volume Wightman functions we get the relation
between the real time Wightman functions and the infinite volume scattering functions.
The analytic continuations are possible, as a consequence of (3.1), the Theorems 6.1

and 6.2 and the Theorem 6.4 of [5]. We express this in the following theorem:
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Theorem 6.3

For —A0 < A < A0, the infinite volume Wightman functions Wk(xx,.. .,xj are given
in terms of the infinite volume scattering functions by the reduction formula

wk(xx,...,xk)=wk0(x, **>+2^ 2 7r2PF^(»'-¦ -*««)
r=l ' q»r,p)sO '• neSk

p+q=k

X

h-

x Fsix„(p+ii+...+,m_j+X) —ym) a'(yx s,,...,yrsr) f\ dp(sj) dyj,

where W%(xXl.. .,xj are the Wightman functions for the free field of mass m,
Fjt.x) G'Jit.x) and the identity is in the sense of tempered distributions. ¦

We shall now consider the finite volume scattering matrix S't m(hx,. ..,h„;gx,.. ,,gm)
defined by (2.5) for hx,.. h„ and gx,..., gm in LJU"'1). Let us define the finite volume
scattering amplitudes S'„ym(p,,.. .,ßn;qx,.. .,qm) by

S'n.Jhi,.. .,hn;gx gm) j Slm(p.,.. .,p„;qi,..., qm) hjpj

x K (pj gx (qj gm(qm) dpx... dp„ dq,... dqm. (6.5)

Introducing the truncated scattering amplitudes by the formula corresponding to
(3.13), we get the relation between the above scattering amplitudes, which we denote
now by Sl(P;Q), and the truncated ones in the form

S'(P;Q)= 2 S'-T(Px,QJ...Sl-T(Pk,Qk) (6.6)

P=PiU-UPk
Q=Q,V-UQk

where the sum runs over all disjoint partitions of P {ß,,. ..,/„}, Q {qx,.. .,qm}-
In Theorem 5.1 we have an explicit expression for the generating functional

ShT(g;f) in terms of the scattering functions. This, together with the definition (2.16)
of the generating functional SJg;f) for the scattering matrix, enables us to find an
explicit expression for the finite volume scattering amplitude :

Theorem 6.4

The finite volume scattering amplitude Sl„tm(p,,.. ,,ß„;cfi,. ¦ -,qm) is given in terms
of the corresponding truncated amplitudes by (6.6), and the finite volume truncated
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scattering amplitudes are given by the reduction formula

Sn;m(Pi,-,Pn;qi,-..,qm)-2- 2 J-J kiiixi...kMjr=l kl+-—+kr-n
l,+ ---+lr=m

xflxJPi) UUD- 2 KtIÎPmo
i-l 3=1 neS„ \ »

aeS„

h k,+k2 l,+l2 n

~ 2 fc*/). 2 Prt.i)- 2laU,,..; 2 A„m
1 k.+\ 'i+l k1+-+kr+l)rnw

Z \ r- 2 9a(jy,Si,..;Sr)Y[dp(Sj)
l,+---+lr+l /3=1

+ S*1,iSmi,io(A-?i).

Here S„ is the set of all permutations of 1, n, the symbol §„_ x means 1 for n 1

and zero for n # 1, and p° p(pt), q° p(qj- aïT(pi,...,pr;sx,...,sJ are the Fourier
transforms of the functions 5^T(xxsx,...,xrsr) in the sense of tempered distributions,
where CT,rT (xxsx,.. .,xrsr) is equal to the truncated scattering functions
â,<T(xxsx,...,xrsr) for tx <. < tr, and is symmetric with respect to the variables
xxSj, xrsr. ¦

Remark : The fact that it is possible to restrict the variables in the arguments of
ct^ j- to the mass shell p° p(p) in the reduction formula of the Theorem 6.4 is a simple
consequence of the existence of the truncated generating functional Sir(g;/) and of
the Theorem 5.1.

Although the infinite volume scattering functions exist bv Theorem 6.1, we may
not yet conclude that the limit of the finite volume scattering amplitudes exists as
I ->¦ oo. Nevertheless, by Theorem 6.4 we have already that the infinite volume off shell
scattering amplitudes exist as limit for I ->- oo in the sense of tempered distributions
of the off shell amplitudes for the space cut-off interaction, the latter being defined by
the right-hand side of the formula in Theorem 6.4 without the restrictions
(pi)0 p(pj) and (qj)0 p(qj). We will discuss this problem in a forthcoming paper.
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